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ABSTRACT
We use a suite of high-resolution cosmological dwarf galaxy simulations to test the
accuracy of commonly-used mass estimators from Walker et al. (2009) and Wolf et al.
(2010), both of which depend on the observed line-of-sight velocity dispersion and the
2D half-light radius of the galaxy, Re. The simulations are part of the the Feedback
in Realistic Environments (FIRE) project and include twelve systems with stellar
masses spanning 105− 107M⊙ that have structural and kinematic properties similar to
those of observed dispersion-supported dwarfs. Both estimators are found to be quite
accurate: MWolf/Mtrue = 0.98+0.19−0.12 and MWalker/Mtrue = 1.07+0.21−0.15, with errors reflecting
the 68% range over all simulations. The excellent performance of these estimators is
remarkable given that they each assume spherical symmetry, a supposition that is
broken in our simulated galaxies. Though our dwarfs have negligible rotation support,
their 3D stellar distributions are flattened, with short-to-long axis ratios c/a ≃ 0.4−0.7.
The accuracy of the estimators shows no trend with asphericity. Our simulated galaxies
have sphericalized stellar profiles in 3D that follow a nearly universal form, one that
transitions from a core at small radius to a steep fall-off ∝ r−4.2 at large r; they are
well fit by Se´rsic profiles in projection. We find that the most important empirical
quantity affecting mass estimator accuracy is Re. Determining Re by an analytic fit
to the surface density profile produces a better estimated mass than if the half-light
radius is determined via direct summation.
Key words: galaxies: dwarf – galaxies: kinematics and dynamics – galaxies: funda-
mental parameters – dark matter
1 INTRODUCTION
Dynamical measurements of galaxy masses are among the
most important empirical quantities for testing theories of
galaxy formation and cosmology (see Courteau et al. 2014
for a review). In rotationally-supported systems, for exam-
ple, velocity ﬁeld measurements can be used to trace the
total mass enclosed as a function of radius, and this pro-
vides an important test of ΛCDM predictions for dark mat-
ter halo density proﬁles shapes (e.g., Flores & Primack 1994;
de Blok et al. 2001; Oh et al. 2011; Iorio et al. 2016). But
⋆ E-mail: alejandro.g@uci.edu
for dispersion-supported galaxies, radial mass proﬁles are
harder to extract from line-of-sight velocities, owing signiﬁ-
cantly to degeneracies associated with the unknown velocity
dispersion anisotropy (e.g.,  Lokas 2002; Binney & Tremaine
2008). The inability to extract mass-density proﬁles in a
straightforward manner from dispersion-supported galax-
ies is particularly unfortunate in the case of small (M∗.
107 M⊙) dwarf spheroidal/irregular galaxies as these sys-
tems are the primary focus of the Missing-Satellites prob-
lem (Klypin et al. 1999; Moore et al. 1999; Simon & Geha
2007; Brooks et al. 2013) and the Too-Big-to-Fail problem
(Boylan-Kolchin et al. 2011, 2012; Garrison-Kimmel et al.
2013; Tollerud et al. 2014).
© 2016 The Authors
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The mass-anisotropy degeneracy can in principle be bro-
ken by higher-order velocity moments (e.g.  Lokas et al. 2005;
Cappellari 2008) and/or proper motion data (Strigari et al.
2007; Read & Steger 2017). A common and easy-to-
implement practice is to use the observed line-of-sight ve-
locity dispersion to infer the mass within a single charac-
teristic radius, close to the galaxy’s half-light radius, where
mass measurements are most robust to degeneracies asso-
ciated with velocity dispersion anisotropy. This approach
was speciﬁcally advocated by Walker et al. (2009, Wa09)
and Wolf et al. (2010, Wo10), who presented simple estima-
tors designed for dwarf galaxies in particular. These estima-
tors have become the go-to empirical measures of mass used
in confronting the Too-Big-to-Fail problem (Fattahi et al.
2016; Wetzel et al. 2016) and in reporting mass-to-light
ratios of newly discovered dwarfs to distinguish baryon-
dominated star clusters from dark-matter dominated ultra-
faint galaxies (Willman & Strader 2012; Voggel et al. 2016;
Caldwell et al. 2016).
In this paper, we will test these common mass estima-
tors against fully self-consistent cosmological simulations of
M∗≈ 105 − 107 M⊙ dwarf galaxies. Our simulations are part
of a FIRE-2 simulation suite of the Feedback in Realistic En-
vironments (FIRE) project (Hopkins et al. 2014; Fitts et al.
2016; Hopkins et al. 2017)1. We note that El-Badry et al.
(2016a) have used FIRE simulations to test the underly-
ing reliability of the Jeans equation in galaxies experiencing
feedback and concluded that while larger dwarfs (M∗> 107
M⊙) can experience feedback-driven potential ﬂuctuations
that induce ∼ 20% errors in full Jeans modeled masses, the
single small galaxy they considered (M∗∼ 2.5 × 106 M⊙) had
only a 5% oﬀset in derived mass from Jeans modeling owing
to the rather modest energy injection it had received from
supernovae. This result provides hope that mass estimators
we aim to test will prove reliable when compared against
our larger suite of low-mass dwarfs.
Both the Walker and Wolf estimators were derived
using idealized approximations, including the assumption
that galaxies are spherically symmetric and non-rotating.
While small dwarfs do tend to have little stellar rota-
tion (Wheeler et al. 2017) , they can be quite aspherical
(McConnachie 2012), and this in itself motivates an ex-
ploration of the estimators’ reliability. Past tests of this
kind have relied on analytic approaches (Sanders & Evans
2016) and mock observations of galaxy-formation sim-
ulations (Campbell et al. 2016). Sanders & Evans (2016)
showed that spherically-symmetric mass estimators can be
applied to ﬂattened stellar distributions, if Re is replaced
by the so called “circularized’ analogue Re
√
1 − ǫ , where ǫ
is the ellipticity of the projected stellar distribution. Us-
ing the APOSTLE simulations that naturally included non-
spherical galaxies, Campbell et al. (2016) found that both
Wa09 andWo10 provide accurate dynamical masses for their
simulated galaxies with ∼ 25% (unbiased) oﬀsets at one-
sigma. Our approach is similar, though complementary, to
that of Campbell et al. (2016). While their simulations in-
cluded a very large number of galaxies over a range of stel-
lar masses (M∗= 106.5 − 1010 M⊙) that are generally larger
than most of the Milky Way satellites, ours includes 12 sys-
1 http://fire.northwestern.edu
tems with masses that are better matched to the range of
classical Local Group dwarfs (M∗= 105.6 − 107.2 M⊙). Our
simulations also have ∼ 15× higher mass resolution and ∼ 3×
better force resolution2 (ǫDM = 35 pc) than the best-resolved
systems in Campbell et al. (2016). High resolution is cru-
cial for this kind of analysis, as the galaxies of concern are
small (Re ∼ 500 pc) and the mass estimators are propor-
tional to galaxy size. Thus our analysis extends the mass-
estimator test to the mass-scale of most relevance to the
Missing Satellites and Too-Big-to-Fail problems and further
allows us to perform a careful system-by-system analysis of
each well-resolved galaxy. Finally, by testing these mass es-
timators with an entirely diﬀerent simulation code and dif-
ferent modeling of galaxy formation physics, we provide an
all-important cross check to ensure robustness to underlying
model implementations and assumptions.
This article is organized as follows. In Section 2 we
present our suite of simulations and discuss the methods
to test mass estimators. In Section 3 we present our main
results, which include a summary of the important proper-
ties of our simulated galaxies in 3.1 and the mass estimator
performance on each galaxy in 3.2. Section 4 summarizes our
ﬁndings, compares them to previous work, and discusses fu-
ture directions.
2 METHODS
2.1 Mass estimators and assumptions
The dynamical mass estimators we will test were derived
from the spherically-symmetric Jeans equation:
1
n∗
d
dr
(
n∗σ2r
)
+ 2
βσ2r
r
= −GM(r)
r2
, (1)
where M(r) is the total mass within radius r. The quanti-
ties n∗, σr , and β ≡ 1 − σ2t /σ2r represent the stellar num-
ber density, the radial velocity dispersion, and the velocity
dispersion anisotropy, respectively. The case of β = 0 im-
plies that the tangential velocity dispersion σt (= σθ = σφ)
is equal to the radial velocity dispersion. It is revealing to
rewrite Equation 1 by solving for the mass proﬁle and deﬁn-
ing γ∗ ≡ −d ln n∗/d ln r and γσ ≡ −d lnσ2r /d ln r to give
M(r) = rσ
2
r
G
(γ∗ + γσ − 2β) . (2)
We see that even at ﬁxed radial velocity dispersion and ra-
dius, the associated mass is very sensitive to the local slopes
of the tracer proﬁle, the tracer’s velocity dispersion proﬁle,
and the velocity dispersion anisotropy. Each of these quanti-
ties is diﬃcult to measure in a galaxy observed in projection.
Both Wa09 and Wo10 used Equation 1 as a starting
point and derived mass estimators of the form M(< r⋆) =
αr⋆σ
2
los
/G, where r⋆ is a characteristic stellar radius within
which the mass is measured, σlos is the tracer-weighted av-
erage line-of-sight velocity dispersion, and α is a constant of
order unity.
2 In GIZMO, we use the same deﬁnition of force softening ǫ and
spatial resolution, corresponding to the inter-particle separation
hi ; this is related to the Plummer equivalent softening (ǫplummer)
by ǫplummer ≈ (2/3)ǫ .
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Figure 1. Left: Stellar density proﬁles for the dwarf galaxies in our suite of simulations. The color code denotes the galaxy’s stellar
mass. The arrows mark the radius where the log-slope of the proﬁle equals −3 (r3) and the 3D half-mass radius (r1/2), as indicated.
Note that the Wo10 estimator, as usually applied, assumes that r1/2 ≈ r3. This is a good approximation for most of our simulations but
can break down in some cases, with implications for mass estimator accuracy (see Section 3.2). The grey shaded area marks the region
where the innermost proﬁles may be aﬀected by numerical relaxation (see Fitts et al. 2016). Right: the same proﬁles normalized to a
single-shape αβγ-proﬁle (Eq. 6) with (α, β, γ) = (2.25, 4.2, 0.1). The densities have been normalized to by the constant ρs and the radii
have been normalized to the characteristic scale radius rs , where rs ≈ 1.2 r3 for the the best-ﬁt shape parameters (Eq. 7). Each galaxy’s
stellar mass proﬁle has been truncated within r ≃ 200 pc, reﬂecting a conservative assessment of convergence, though the ﬁt remains
good within these radii as well.
Wa09 were guided by MCMC-enabled spherical Jeans
modeling of their observed galaxies, which showed that
masses within a radius r⋆ = Re (the projected half-light ra-
dius) were generally well constrained in posterior likelihoods
after marginalizing over many other parameters. They there-
fore worked out analytically the mass within Re for spherical
system simpliﬁed by three assumptions: i) that n∗ is given
by a Plummer proﬁle, ii) that β = 0, and iii) that γσ = 0.
They obtained
MWalker(< Re) =
5Reσ
2
los
2 G
, (3)
and showed that this estimator did well in comparison to
their full Jeans/MCMC analysis.
Wo10 set out to ﬁnd an ideal radius to use for r⋆. As-
suming γσ = 0, they were able to derive analytically that
the mass within a radius r⋆ = r3 is independent of β for an
observed σlos. Here, r3 is the radius where γ∗ = 3 (the radius
where the the log-slope of the tracer proﬁle is equal to −3).
The equation they derived is
M
ideal
Wolf
(< r3) =
3r3σ
2
los
G
. (4)
Wo10 also showed that for a wide range of commonly-
adopted stellar proﬁles that r3 ≃ r1/2, where r1/2 is the 3D
half light radius. The Wolf formula is then often quoted as an
estimator for M(< r1/2). Another good approximation that
allows one to determine r1/2 from the projected half-light
radius Re is r1/2 ≃ 4/3Re (see Wo10). Since Re can be mea-
sured on the sky, this is the most common form of the Wolf
estimator used in the literature and we will adopt it as our
ﬁducial comparison case:
MWolf (< 4/3Re) =
4Reσ
2
los
G
. (5)
In what follows we will test Equations 3 and 5 using
mock observations of our simulations.
2.2 Simulations
This work relies on a suite of twelve ΛCDM zoom-in hydro-
dynamical simulations of dwarf galaxies (Fitts et al. 2016)
that were run using the GIZMO code3 (Hopkins 2015). The
simulations are part of the Feedback In Realistic Environ-
ments (FIRE) project (Hopkins et al. 2014) and adopt the
FIRE-2 model for galaxy formation physics (Hopkins et al.
2017). FIRE-2 implements the same main star formation and
stellar feedback physics models as the original FIRE simu-
lations, but with several numerical improvements, including
a more accurate hydrodynamics solver (the “meshless ﬁnite
mass” method). FIRE galaxies successfully reproduce sev-
eral observables from real galaxies (see, e.g., On˜orbe et al.
2015; Chan et al. 2015; Wheeler et al. 2017; Muratov et al.
2015; Faucher-Gigue`re et al. 2015, 2016; Ma et al. 2016;
El-Badry et al. 2016b). We refer the reader to Fitts et al.
(2016) for a complete description of the simulations used in
this work. Here we only brieﬂy summarize the main charac-
teristics.
The FIRE-2 simulations include cooling and heat-
ing rates tabulated from CLOUDY (Ferland et al. 2013).
Star formation proceeds only in the densest regions (≥
1000 cm−3), mimicking the densities of molecular clouds.
Each star particle is spawned as a single stellar population
with a Kroupa (2001) initial mass function. The simulations
model momentum and energy input from stellar feedback,
3 http://www.tapir.caltech.edu/~phopkins/Site/GIZMO.html
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Figure 2. Points show the 3D short-to-long axis ratios of dark
matter (c/a)DM and stars (c/a)∗ in our simulated galaxies, mea-
sured iteratively within central volumes equal to that of a sphere
of radius r1/2. Colors correspond to stellar mass as indicated in
the color bar. While most of the simulated galaxies sit close to
the one-to-one line (dashed), the shapes of stars and dark matter
are not identical.
including photo-ionization and photo-electric heating, radi-
ation pressure, stellar winds, and supernovae (Types Ia and
II).
Our simulated galaxies each form within a dark matter
halo of virial mass 1010M⊙ at z = 0 with their properties
summarized in Table 1 of Fitts et al. (2016). Speciﬁcally, we
are studying simulations m10b to m10m. The initial condi-
tions for these runs were chosen to span a variety of forma-
tion histories and associated halo concentrations and this
results in a range of stellar masses in the ﬁnal timestep:
M∗ = 5 × 105 to 1.5 × 107M⊙ . The simulations use gas par-
ticle masses of 500 M⊙ (with star particles having some-
what lower masses) and dark matter particles of mass 2500
M⊙ . The force resolution is ǫDM = 35 pc (corresponding to
a “Plummer-equivalent” softening of 23 pc). The minimum
gravitational and hydrodynamic resolution reached by the
gas is ǫg = hg = 2 pc, which corresponds to the inter-particle
separation. Stars have a ﬁxed force resolution at ǫ⋆ = 2 pc.
This level of mass and force resolution allows us to resolve
the internal structure of simulated galaxies with thousands
of star particles – and thus with tracers comparable in num-
ber to the largest kinematic stellar samples in local dwarf
galaxies. As discussed in Fitts et al. (2016), these simulated
dwarf galaxies have properties that broadly reproduce many
observed properties of real galaxies of the same stellar mass
and are highly dark-matter dominated. Their dark matter
density proﬁles vary in shape from (feedback-driven) cores
in systems with M∗& 3× 106 M⊙ to cuspy proﬁles in galaxies
that formed fewer stars than this threshold. This diversity
in the underlying dark matter proﬁle shape in our simulated
systems adds to the generality of the tests of mass estima-
tors.
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Figure 3. Surface density proﬁles for three of the simulated
dwarfs plotted as a function of projected radius R. These three
galaxies span our full range of stellar densities in the simulation
suite. The grey bands show the 1σ range over the resultant pro-
ﬁles from 1000 random projections sampling the unit sphere for
each galaxy and the dispersion is owing to asphericity. The solid
lines (colored according to the stellar mass of the galaxy) repre-
sent the Srsic ﬁt for circular shells to an average projection in each
galaxy; Re inferred by ﬁtting each projection is represented by the
vertical lines with the width corresponding to the 1σ range. Im-
portantly, while the preferred Se´rsic index ﬁts do vary from pro-
jection to projection, the resultant Re values (which matter most
for the mass estimators) are quite stable to viewing angle. Note
that the brighter galaxies display an upward break at large radii
– such an extended ‘stellar halo’ type feature could in principle be
observable around dwarf galaxies at very low surface brightness.
We assumed M∗/Lr ′ = 1 to convert Σ∗ to surface brightness in the
r ′-band to make this ﬁgure.
3 RESULTS
3.1 Properties of simulated galaxies
As discussed in §2.1, the mass estimators we will be testing
were derived under the simplifying assumptions of spherical
symmetry and a constant stellar velocity dispersion proﬁle.
The Jeans equation is also sensitive to the shape of the un-
derlying tracer density proﬁle, and the Wo10 estimator in
particular relies on the assumption that r3 ≃ r1/2 ≃ 4/3Re.
Each of these assumptions is broken to some degree by our
simulated galaxies, and in this section we brieﬂy present re-
sults on the stellar density distributions (both in 3D and
in projection), the velocity dispersion proﬁles, and the el-
lipticity of our simulated galaxies before moving on to test
the mass estimators applied against them. We note that our
simulated galaxies display negligible stellar rotation, with
very similar dispersion-supported properties to the simu-
lated FIRE dwarfs discussed in Wheeler et al. (2017).
The left panel of Figure 1 presents the spherically-
averaged stellar density proﬁles of each of our simulated
galaxies. The color code corresponds to the total stellar mass
of each galaxy, as shown by the color bar along the right.
Arrows mark the radius where the local log-slope of the den-
MNRAS 000, 1–11 (2016)
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Figure 4. Top: Stellar radial velocity dispersion proﬁle for each
of our simulated dwarf galaxies. The horizontal axis has been
normalized to the 3D half mass radius r1/2. We see that our σr
proﬁles rise gradually towards larger radius. Bottom: The stellar
velocity dispersion anisotropy proﬁles β(r) for the same simula-
tions. Most systems are fairly isotropic towards the center (β ∼ 0)
with increasing radially-biased velocity dispersions (β > 0) to-
wards large radii.
sity proﬁle equals -3 (r3), and the 3D-half mass radius r1/2,
respectively. The size range spans ∼ 400 − 1100 pc and is
consistent with the sizes of real dwarf galaxies in this mass
range, as discussed in Fitts et al. (2016). Recall that the
Wo10 estimator assumes that r3 ≈ r1/2 and this is, in fact,
fairly accurate for almost all of the simulations. For nine of
the twelve galaxies, the diﬀerence is smaller than 10%. The
grey band marks the region where predictions are potentially
unreliable due to numerical relaxation (Fitts et al. 2016).
As Figure 1 makes clear, the shapes of the ρ∗(r) dis-
tributions in our simulated dwarf galaxies are quite similar.
We ﬁnd that all of them are reasonably well approximated
by a single “universal” shape. Speciﬁcally, we have ﬁt an
αβγ-proﬁle (Zhao 1996) of the form
ρ(r) = ρs
(r/rs )γ [1 + (r/rs)α](β−γ)/α
, (6)
to each galaxy and ﬁnd a good ﬁt to the sample as a whole
to be:
ρ∗(r) = ρs
(r/rs)0.1
[
1 + (r/rs)2.25
]1.82 . (7)
This proﬁle asymptotes to a core-like distribution at small
radius (∝ 1/rγ with γ = 0.1) and a steep fall-oﬀ at large
radius (∝ 1/rβ with β = 4.2) and obeys r3 ≃ 0.85 rs. In the
right panel of Figure 1, we plot the density proﬁles for each
simulated system normalized in radius by rs and in density
by ρs. The black line shows Eq. 7, which goes dashed in
the innermost radius of the galaxies, which may not be well
resolved. Though this parameterization does a good job of
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Figure 5. Line-of-sight velocity dispersion proﬁles for two of our
simulated dwarfs. The two span the full range of stellar masses
in the simulation suite: M∗ = 5 × 105 to 1.5 × 107M⊙. The grey
bands show the 1σ range over the resultant proﬁles from 1000
random projections covering the unit sphere for each galaxy, with
the width of the band driven by the non-spherical nature of each
galaxy’s velocity ellipsoid. The solid colored lines show the median
over all projections. The observed proﬁles are ﬂat, similar to those
of observed dwarf galaxies.
characterizing the general shape of our galaxies, it is worth
noting that the ﬁt is not perfect: the smallest galaxies, for
example, prefer somewhat steeper outer proﬁles.
The density proﬁles shown in Figure 1 enforce spherical
symmetry, but in reality our simulated galaxies are non-
spherical. We have computed the shape tensors S (as de-
scribed in Zemp et al. 2011) for stars and dark matter within
our galaxies and diagonalized them to obtain their eigenval-
ues, which are proportional to the square-root of the semi-
principal axes of the 3D-ellipsoid a ≥ b ≥ c. While keeping
the volume of an initial sphere of radius r constant, we use
an iterative method to construct ellipsoids until the axis ra-
tio is stable to 1%. The points in Figure 2 show short-to-long
axis ratios c/a (where c/a = 1 is perfectly spherical) of dark
matter vs. stars calculated in volumes deﬁned by spheres of
radius r = r1/2 for each simulated galaxy. Despite their lack
of rotational support, our simulated galaxies are quite ﬂat-
tened (c/a ≈ 0.4 − 0.7). The stellar and dark matter shapes
are not identical, but the major axes of stars and dark mat-
ter align within 10 degrees for 11 of the 12 galaxies. The
most misaligned system has a 20 degree oﬀset between the
major axes of dark matter and stars.
While the 3D shape of the underlying stellar density dis-
tributions have important implications for full Jeans mod-
eling, in practice it is the 2D (projected) proﬁle that is ob-
served and that must be used when inferring masses. Specif-
ically, the 2D half-light radius Re is the only stellar distri-
bution parameter that is explicitly included in the Walker
MNRAS 000, 1–11 (2016)
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Figure 6. Estimated mass as a function of the true mass for
each of our simulated dwarfs for the Wolf et al. (2010) estimator
(black circles) and for the Walker et al. (2009) estimator (grey
circles). The symbols represent the median values of 1000 line-of-
sight measurements for each galaxy. The error bars are the 16th
and 84th percentiles in the distributions. Note that the Walker
estimator measures mass within a slightly smaller radius than the
Wolf estimator, thus the Walker-derived masses are shifted to the
left and down relative to the Wolf-derived masses in each galaxy.
and Wolf formulas (Eq. 3 and 5). Figure 3 shows the surface
density proﬁles for three of our simulated dwarfs plotted as
a function of 2D (circularly-averaged) radius. The shaded
bands show the 1σ range of density proﬁles observed over
1,000 random projections covering the unit sphere around
each galaxy. The three colored lines show average Se´rsic
proﬁle ﬁts over all projections for each galaxy (color coded
by galaxy M∗). We perform these ﬁts within R = 4 r1/2.
In general, our simulated surface density proﬁles are well-
characterized by Se´rsic ﬁts with 0.7 . n . 1.3 in their inner
regions (r . 2 − 4 Re). In this sense, our galaxies are realis-
tic analogs for testing mass estimators. Interestingly, while a
single galaxy can yield a variable Se´rsic index n when viewed
from diﬀerent projections, the resultant 2D half-light Re val-
ues derived from the fits are quite robust from projection-
to-projection. The color-matched vertical dotted lines show
±1σ range of Re values for each galaxy over all projections.
This narrow range of inferred Re for each galaxy contributes
to the accuracy of the mass estimators (as we discuss below).
Note that the two most massive systems shown in Fig-
ure 3 demonstrate an outer ﬂattening in their projected light
proﬁles. We see this behavior – an excess above the Se´rsic
extrapolation at large radius – in most of the more mas-
sive systems in our suite. Similar features have been ob-
served in the outer regions of larger disk galaxies (see e.g.,
Herrmann et al. 2016), and it is possible that behavior of
this kind exists in the outskirts of smaller dwarf galaxies
such as the ones simulated here. However detecting such a
ﬂattening in a diﬀuse stellar component could be challeng-
ing. With resolved stars, such a break might be hard to
distinguish from foreground or background stars. In diﬀuse
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Figure 7. Ratio of estimated mass to true dynamical mass as a
function of short-to-long axis ratio c/a of stars in our simulated
galaxies. The top panel shows results for the Wolf et al. (2010)
estimator (with c/a and M measured within r⋆ = 4/3Re) and the
bottom panel shows results for the Walker et al. (2009) estimator
(with c/a and M measured within r⋆ = Re). As in Fig. 6, points
reﬂect the median over 1,000 random line-of-sight projections for
each galaxy and the error bars show the 16 − 84 percentile range
over those projections. The dash-dotted lines show the average of
the medians for each galaxy in their respective panels. While me-
dian estimator accuracy shows no trend with c/a, in general the
most aspherical systems do tend to produce more scatter about
the median over multiple projections, as might be expected. Note
that the points on the top and bottom axes do not necessarily
have the same c/a values because some of our galaxies have axis
ratios that galaxy shapes that vary as a function of ellipsoidal
radius.
light, the fairly low surface brightness of the expected upturn
will make it diﬃcult to detect. In Figure 3 the equivalent
surface brightness µr ′ in the SDSS r
′ band is shown in the
right-hand axis. Observational searches for behavior of this
kind in the outer regions of dwarf galaxies could enable an
interesting constraint on simulations of the type presented
here.
The top panel of Figure 4 shows the radial velocity dis-
persion proﬁles of each simulated dwarf galaxy. The bottom
panel shows the velocity anisotropy proﬁles for the same sys-
tems. The radii have been normalized by r1/2 in each case.
The radial velocity dispersion proﬁles rise slowly towards
larger radius. The velocity dispersion anisotropy also rises
from nearly isotropic β ∼ 0 at small r to a radially biased ve-
locity dispersion at large r. The fact that σr is not constant
for our galaxies provides an interesting test for both the
Wa09 and Wo10 estimators, given that both assume γσ ≡
- dlnσ2r /dln r = 0. Our galaxies, on the other hand, have
γσ ∼ −0.5 near r ∼ r1/2.
Figure 5 shows that while the σr tends to rise with ra-
dius, our galaxies produce ﬂat line-of-sight velocity disper-
sion proﬁles when observed in projection, similar to those
seen in real dwarfs (see, e.g., Wa09). In a similar approach
as used in Figure 3, Figure 5 presents line-of-sight velocity
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Figure 8. The ratio of Wolf mass to true dynamical mass as
a function of the ratio between the radius where the 3D density
proﬁle slope equals -3 (r3) and 4/3 Re. We use the median Re over
all projections (though the variance in Re is small). As in Figure
7 the symbols represent the median values obtained from 1000
random projections over each simulated dwarf. The horizontal
grey dashed line represent the median of the stacking distribution
(see top panel in Figure 9) while the grey shaded region represent
the 1-σ uncertainty. Wo10 estimator assume that r3 ≈ 4/3Re; this
assumption fails at the ∼ 20% level in the two galaxies where the
estimator performs most poorly in the median (∼ 10% too low).
dispersion proﬁles of two simulated dwarfs plotted as a func-
tion of 2D (circularly-averaged) radius (normalized by Re).
The shaded bands show the 1σ range of velocity dispersion
proﬁles observed over 1,000 random projections covering the
unit sphere around each galaxy. The two colored lines show
the median over all projections for each galaxy (color coded
by galaxy M∗).
3.2 Testing the Walker and Wolf Mass Estimators
We perform mock observations of each of our dwarf galaxy
simulations viewed along 1,000 randomly-sampled line-of-
sight projections. For each projection, we compute the
stellar-mass-weighted velocity dispersion, σlos, and measure
an Re value using Se´rsic ﬁts to the circularly-binned stellar
surface density proﬁles. Figure 6 shows the resultant pre-
dicted mass obtained using both the Wo10 formula (black)
and the Wa09 formula (grey) versus the true dynamical mass
measured within the corresponding radii, 4/3Re and Re, re-
spectively. Each symbol represent the median value over all
projections. There are two symbols for each galaxy, with the
Wo10 mass always the larger of the two owing to the fact
that it measures the mass within a larger radius. The error
bars span the 16th and 84th percentiles of the distributions
over all projections. Note that each galaxy is plotted at a sin-
gle ‘true’ mass for either estimator. This does not necessarily
have to be the case, as the value of Re inferred from diﬀer-
ent projections could shift enough to force the true mass to
shift accordingly. However, as we discussed in §3.1, when we
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Figure 9. Probability distribution function of the ratio between
the estimated mass and the true dynamical mass measured in the
simulated galaxies. These distributions were obtained by stacking
the 1000 random projections of each dwarf galaxy in our suite
of simulations. Top panel: results obtained by using Wolf et al.
(2010) estimator, where the masses are measured up to 4/3Re.
Bottom panel: a similar distribution plot is showed but now for
Walker et al. (2009) estimator, in this case the masses are mea-
sured up to Re. In both cases Re is measured by performing a
Se´rsic ﬁt to each one of the 2D projections. The vertical dotted
lines represent the 16th and 84th percentiles in the distributions.
The solid vertical lines are the medians. The medians and 1σ
variance are shown in the legends of each panel.
determine Re from ﬁtting Se´rsic proﬁles, the inferred distri-
bution of Re values over all projections is extremely narrow,
and this results in true total mass ranges (corresponding to
ranges of Re value) that are narrower than the widths of the
points plotted.
It is clear from Figure 6 that both estimators track the
one-to-one line fairly well. However, there are a few individ-
ual galaxies that tend to produce biased masses, with medi-
ans falling either above or below the line (slightly). Figure
7 reﬁnes the comparison by showing the ratio of the esti-
mated mass (Wolf, top; Walker, bottom) to true mass for
each galaxy, again with points and error bars reﬂecting the
median and one sigma range of the ratio, respectively. Each
point is plotted against the 3D short-to-long axis ratio of
the stars c/a (as introduced for Fig. 3) measured within the
radius r⋆ = 4/3Re (top) and Re (bottom) to reﬂect the radii
of interest for the estimators. The dotted line in each panel
shows the average of the median data points for all galaxies.
We see no strong trend in the median points with c/a.
For the Wolf estimator (top), the median values are only
∼ 2% low on average, with the worst outliers biased low by
∼ 10%. The one-sigma ranges are more important than the
bias, with some galaxies having errors as large as ±25% with
respect to the true mass, though ±15% is more typical. The
Walker estimator (bottom) does only slightly worse, with
median values averaging about ∼ 10% high compared to the
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true mass. The most extreme outliers are biased high in the
median by ∼ 25% and the one-sigma range about the me-
dian is as large as ±30%. While these small discrepancies
in the median do not correlate with c/a, many of the most
aspherical galaxies are also the ones with the largest scatter.
This is not surprising, since they will display the most pro-
nounced variance in shape with viewing angle. We have ex-
plored whether the oﬀset in mass estimator correlates with
the observed projected shape on the sky and ﬁnd no sys-
tematic trend (see Appendix A). Unfortunately, based on
our simulations, it is diﬃcult to infer the expected variance
based on the observed shape on the sky.
While asphericity in the stellar distribution does not
seem to be the primary culprit in biasing estimators in the
median, we do ﬁnd that the mapping between 2D and 3D
density – speciﬁcally the relationship between Re and r3 – is
a source of bias. Speciﬁcally, the Wo10 mass estimator as-
sumes r3 ≈ 4/3Re because this is a good approximation for a
variety of commonly-adopted analytic proﬁles (Se´rsic, King,
and Plummer). However, this approximation does not have
to hold in general. In Figure 8 we plot the ratio of estimated
Wolf mass to true dynamical mass against the r3/(4/3Re)
ratio derived for each system. As before, each symbol is the
median over 1,000 lines of sight for the twelve dwarfs. The
error bars account for the 16th and 84th percentiles in the
distribution. We see that the two cases where the Wo10 es-
timator is biased (∼ 10% low in the median) are also the
two cases where the r3 ≈ 4/3Re approximation fails by more
than 20 percent. It therefore appears that the mapping be-
tween 2D stellar distribution and 3D distribution represents
an underlying uncertainty in the mass measure, one that is
diﬃcult to overcome empirically.
In Figure 9 we show the probability distribution func-
tions (PDF) obtained by stacking the ratios between the
estimated mass and the true dynamical mass over all projec-
tions in all twelve simulated dwarf galaxies, with the Wolf
estimator plotted in the upper panel and the Walker esti-
mator plotted in the lower panel. The solid vertical lines
show the median of the distributions and the dotted lines
show the 16th-84th percentiles: MWolf/Mtrue = 0.98+0.19−0.12 and
MWalker/Mtrue = 1.07+0.21−0.15.
3.3 Dependence on methods for inferring Re
In the previous subsection (Figure 8), we showed that the
relationship between the inferred Re of a galaxy and its un-
derlying r3 value is one important source of mass estimator
error. In this subsection we investigate alternative methods
for measuring Re and determine which of these provides the
most robust variable to use in the Walker and Wolf esti-
mators. The ﬁducial approach we have adopted in proceed-
ing sections – to measure Re via a Se´rsic ﬁt to circularly-
symmetric bins – does best, and this is the reason we have
used it above.
When attempting to measure Re one, ﬁrst needs to de-
cide how to assign a radius to a distribution that is not
necessarily circularly symmetric on the sky. One common
choice is to simply enforce circular symmetry. Another is to
measure the axis ratio on the sky and circularize elliptical
bins via R → R
√
1 − ǫ (e.g., Koposov et al. 2015). Once we
have a deﬁnition of radius, we must then chose a method for
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Figure 10. Same as Figure 9 but now the distributions are
shown for various methods for determining Re. The black and
grey histograms use values of Re measured by directly counting
the cumulative projected stellar mass proﬁles and ﬁnding the ra-
dius where half the total mass is reached. The colored lines use
Se´rsic ﬁts to determine Re. The grey/orange lines use circular
radii and the black/magenta lines use elliptical radii. The choice
of elliptical vs. circular does not signiﬁcantly aﬀect results, how-
ever ﬁtted proﬁles are much preferred.
measuring the 2D half-light radius Re. Two common choices
are 1) to directly count half the light using concentric ra-
dial bins or 2) to perform an analytic ﬁt to the projected
distribution and to infer Re based on ﬁt parameters. We
have explored all four of these methods to determine Re for
our galaxies: both circular and ellipsoidal bins with direct
counts and Se´rsic ﬁts. The results for our stacked samples
over all projections are shown in Figure 10 for each of the
four methods. These results indicate that measurement of
Re via an analytic ﬁt is preferred over direct measurement
of the half-light radius.4 The 1σ scatter about the median
falls from 0.25 to 0.16 (0.29 to 0.18) for the Wolf (Walker)
estimator as one moves from direct counts to ﬁtted Re.
Figure 10 also shows that the choice of circular vs. el-
lipsoidal bins is not very important when Re values are de-
termined via ﬁt. The circular approach does slightly bet-
ter when Re is inferred via direct counts. This is some-
what surprising given the work of Sanders & Evans (2016),
who showed analytically that “circularized” half-mass radii
Re
√
1 − ǫ are preferred for ﬂattened stellar distributions. Par-
ticularly, because these authors worked under the assump-
tion that stars and dark matter were stratiﬁed along the
same self-similar concentric ellipsoids. As shown in Figure 2,
our simulated dwarfs seem to obey this assumption on aver-
age, though individual systems are not perfectly self-similar,
4 For the Wolf estimator, the ﬁtting method does better in ﬁnding
an Re that obeys r3 = 4/3Re.
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with axis ratios in stars to dark matter (c/a)∗/(c/a)DM that
range from ∼ 0.8 to 1.2.
4 CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
We have used a suite of twelve state-of-the-art cosmological
simulations of dwarf galaxies to test the mass estimators of
Walker et al. (2009) and Wolf et al. (2010), which are fre-
quently applied to dispersion-supported dwarf galaxies in
the literature. The simulated dwarfs used in this compar-
ison were presented ﬁrst in Fitts et al. (2016). They have
stellar masses M∗ = 5 × 105M⊙ to 1.5 × 107 M⊙ and are each
resolved with more than one thousand star particles and up
to tens of thousands of star particles. Our dwarfs broadly
reproduce the observed properties of low-mass galaxies seen
in the local universe, including sizes, velocity dispersions,
ﬂat line-of-sight velocity dispersion proﬁles, and negligible
rotation support. The 3D stellar density proﬁles for these
galaxies is well-represented by a single universal form (Eq.
7, Fig. 1), with a core-like distribution ρ∗ ∝ 1/r0.1 at small r
a steep fall-oﬀ ρ∗ ∝ 1/r4.2 at large r. The stellar distributions
are aspherical, with an approximately constant short-to-long
axis ratios c/a ∼ 0.5 within twice the half-light radius (Fig.
2).
When applied to our simulations in mock projections,
both the Walker (Eq. 3) and Wolf (Eq. 5) estimators suc-
cessfully recover the total mass for dispersion supported
dwarf galaxies with medians and 16th-84th percentiles given
by MWalker/Mtrue = 1.07+0.21−0.15 and MWolf/Mtrue = 0.98+0.19−0.12
when averaged over projection angle for all of our simulated
dwarfs. In a dwarf-by-dwarf comparison, we found that the
Walker estimator is biased slightly high (∼ 10%) in the me-
dian (Fig. 7) and has a slightly higher dispersion about the
median than the Wolf estimator. We found that it is impor-
tant to measure the half-light radius Re using an analytic
ﬁt to the projected density proﬁle rather than cumulative
binning in order to achieve an accuracy better than ∼ 25%
(Fig. 10). The reason is that part of the uncertainty in the
mass estimators comes from the mapping between the pro-
jected and 3D stellar distributions (Section 3.2), and the
analytical ﬁts to the projected proﬁles provide more robust
determinations of Re (and r3).
We ﬁnd no correlation between the median accuracy of
these mass estimators and the triaxial distribution of stars.
However, for individual galaxies viewed over many projec-
tion angles, the dispersion about the median increases as
galaxies become more ﬂattened (Fig. 7). For one of the
most ﬂattened dwarfs (c/a ≈ 0.4) the 1σ dispersion is ±25%
(±30%) for theWolf (Walker) estimator, while it decreases to
±5% (±7) for the most spherical of our galaxies (c/a ≈ 0.7).
Unfortunately, we ﬁnd that the observed axis ratio on the
sky is not a good indicator of the underlying dispersion
about the mean (see Appendix A), so it will be diﬃcult
to estimate the expected uncertainty owing to projection by
observing the shape on the sky.
Recently, Campbell et al. (2016) made use of the
APOSTLE simulations of the Local Group to test the
same mass estimators explored here against both dispersion-
supported galaxies and galaxies with signiﬁcant rotational
support. They also found that the Walker and Wolf estima-
tors were accurate, especially for their dispersion-supported
galaxies. The dispersion over their entire sample was 25 and
23 percent, respectively. We have found similar qualitative
results here, but we ﬁnd a scatter about the median that
is signiﬁcantly lower: 18 and 16 percent. The lower disper-
sion in our results could be due to diﬀerences in the physical
processes included in our respective simulations, as well as
our focus on dwarf galaxies with M∗. 107 M⊙ . However,
it may have to do with the methods used to measure Re.
Our higher resolution simulations have allowed us to con-
struct and measure Re values directly by proﬁle ﬁts in each
projection. Campbell et al. determined Re by measuring cu-
mulative half-mass radii. When we use a similar method to
the one in Campbell et al. (2016), we ﬁnd larger dispersions:
29 and 25 percent, respectively. As a ﬁnal point of compari-
son we mention that Campbell et al. (2016) provided a new
mass estimator that did better in their simulations than ei-
ther the Walker or Wolf estimator. When we tested their
estimator, we found it to be biased low and with larger scat-
ter than either of the two primary estimators we considered.
We conclude that the mass estimates presented in Wa09 and
Wo10 (1) are accurate and (2) do not have errors that are
substantially underestimated.
Sanders & Evans (2016) explored mass estimators for
dispersion-supported galaxies with Re replaced by the “cir-
cularized” half-mass radius Re
√
1 − ǫ . Using an analytic ap-
proach, they showed that this replacement provided a bet-
ter mass estimator than the un-circularized approach. To do
this, they assumed that “stars and dark matter are strati-
ﬁed on the same self-similar concentric ellipsoids.” As shown
in Figure 2, our simulated dwarfs only roughly conform to
this assumption, though in detail the shape of the dark mat-
ter and stars are not identical, with ratios (c/a)∗/(c/a)DM ≃
0.8−1.2. We tested the estimator using the“circularized half-
mass radius” and we found that r1/2 is not well represented
by 4/3 Re
√
1 − ǫ and, consequently, the scatter around the
median (above 20 percent) is larger than the estimators we
tested in this work. Sanders & Evans (2016) also pointed
out that the uncertainty in the estimate might depend on
the ellipticity, which is qualitatively similar to our result
that dispersion in mass estimator increases with decreasing
axis ratio (see Fig. 7).
Our overall conclusion is that the mass estimators pro-
posed by both Walker et al. (2009) and Wolf et al. (2010)
do a better-than-expected job at reproducing the dynamical
masses of simulated galaxies, which have stellar masses of
5 × 105M⊙ – 1.5 × 107M⊙ . We caution that errors may be
larger for more massive galaxies, which often show more ro-
tational support. It is remarkable that both the Walker and
Wolf mass estimators are accurate to better than ∼ 20%
considering that our simulated systems break the key as-
sumption of spherical symmetry. Errors at this level are not
large enough to explain the inferred mass discrepancies that
are at the origin of the Too-Big-to-Fail problem, and further-
more, the unbiased nature of the estimators makes it unlikely
that misestimation of dynamical masses is the explanation
of the problem. Going forward it will be useful to extend
this comparison to the question of cusp/core measurement.
Speciﬁcally, one of the most interesting uses of these esti-
mators was proposed by Walker & Pen˜arrubia (2011), who
used the existence of multiple populations of stars in individ-
ual dwarfs to measure masses at two distinct radii and thus
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constrain the log-slope of the underlying density proﬁle. The
potential to constrain the density proﬁle slope in very low-
mass dwarf galaxies could be a key diagnostic of the CDM
paradigm (Bullock & Boylan-Kolchin 2017, in preparation),
and thus testing this method against simulated galaxies with
both cusps and cores presents an important next step. This
will be the subject of a forthcoming work.
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APPENDIX A: PROJECTED SHAPE
We compute the axis ratios5 (b/a) for each of the projected
distributions in each simulated galaxy. As we found that
both estimators gave “similar” (see Figure 9) results, in the
following we will focus our analysis in the Wo10 estimator.
We use an iteratively method (Dubinski & Carlberg 1991)
for all the stellar particles within 4/3Re (Wo10). In Fig-
ure A1 we plot the ratio between the estimated mass by
Wo10 estimator and the actual dynamical mass within 4/3Re
against the axis-ratio of the projected 2D stellar distribution
for all the galaxies. We stacked the results for all the dwarf
galaxies in our suite of simulations (purple shaded area). In
order to have a more clear understanding of how the axis-
ratios correlate with the mass estimator, we have evenly-
binned the whole distribution according to their axis-ratio
value, the mean in each bin is showed in red points and the
error bars represent the 1σ scatter. It is clear that for 2D-
ellipse axis-ratios larger than 0.7 the Wo10 estimator tend
to overestimate the true dynamical mass within r = 4/3Re,
and the larger the b/a values, the more inaccurate become
the estimator, reaching a 25 percent oﬀset in the limit where
b/a ≈ 1. For b/a values smaller than 0.65, the opposite be-
havior occurs, but in this case Wo10 result in a ≈ 10 percent
constant underestimation of the true total mass.
We would be tempted to think that b/a values closer
to one, reﬂecting a projected spherical distribution would
give better results, taking into account that mass estimators
assume this kind of symmetry. Certainly that would be the
case if the stellar particles in our simulated galaxies were
distributed spherically. However, we found that estimators
with b/a values larger than 0.7 almost always overestimate
the true dynamical mass in the dwarfs; what this is telling
us is that the intrinsic 3D-distribution of the stellar particles
is triaxial, and l.o.s. in which b/a is close to one, represent
projections that are far form the real stellar distribution.
Indeed, the lowest 3D-ellipsoid semi-axes ratios, c/a, that
gives an idea of how spherical is the 3D-distribution, have
values around 0.7 for most of our runs.
This paper has been typeset from a TEX/LATEX ﬁle prepared by
the author.
5 Note that that the projected axis values (a,b) are diﬀerent from
the ones (a,b,c) used in the main text, since the last are calculated
by analyzing the 3D distribution.
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Figure A1. Ratio between the estimated mass when using
Wolf et al. (2010) estimator and the actual dynamical mass
within 4/3Re vs. axis-ratio of the projected 2D stellar distribu-
tion for all the galaxies. As in Fig. 9, the results for the 1000
projections in all the runs have been stacked (purple smoothed
distribution). The distribution has been evenly-binned according
to their axis-ratio value, the mean in each bin is showed in red
points and the error bars represent their corresponding 1σ scat-
ter.
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